Mystery Scrambles

Can you solve each word scramble puzzle? In each set of scrambled words, one of the words describes a topic. The other seven words are related to that topic.

Mystery Set #1
- gryfadoln
- clithreepo
- broin
- spaws
- lagee
- stunratoa
- thifgl
- plinpeze

Mystery Set #2
- drabonabd
- stewibe
- aimel
- acdstop
- backfoeo
- nonile
- treeinnt
- usriv

Mystery Set #3
- pricts
- thigls
- sheerare
- coredtir
- icedeaun
- macein
- toscar
- arceam
Mystery Set #1
Topic: Flight
dragonfly
helicopter
robin
wasps
eagle
astronaut
zeppelin

Mystery Set #2
Topic: Internet
broadband
website
e-mail
podcast
facebook
online
virus

Mystery Set #3
Topic: Cinema
script
lights
rehearse
director
audience
actors
camera